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How to detect gravitational waves

For a particular gravitational wave, the metric is
ds2 = -dt2 + @1 + f Ht - zLD dx2 + @1 - f Ht - zLD dy2 + dz2

where f Ht - zL` 1.

The equation of motion of a mass is
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Since the mass moves slowly, the force term depends only on ut = 1. Then
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Surprise: coordinates of the mass do not change.

Q: Simplicio says, "Since the coordinates of every part of my gravity wave detector does not change, there is no way I can
detector gravity waves." Is Simplicio correct?

ü

Gravity  wave  detector:  Hold  two  masses  loosely  so  that  there  are  no  other  forces.  I  do  not  want  
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Q: Suppose I want to detect kHz gravity waves. How do I support my gravity wave detector? Write requirements for the supports.

Measure the distance between them.

The distance is measured with a Michelson interferometer. The interferometer compares the distance between two perpendicular
arms. For the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO),  the arms are 4 km in length. LIGO can detect
f = 10-21.

Q: What is the detectable change in distance for L = 4 km and f = 10-21?

dL êl = 10-11

In[565]:= 10−21 4000. Meter ê H500*^-9 MeterL

Out[565]= 8. × 10−12

Q: Simplicio says, "I want to use very light mirrors for my Michelson interferometer, because for heavy mirrors, the inertia will
lessen the response of the interometer to gravity waves." Is Simplicio correct?
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Emission of waves. Order-of-magnitude examples

ü Quadrupole oscillations

A mass M  of size a oscillates at angular frequency w. The system is at distance r. Then the amplitude of the gravitational wave

h = 8 G M a2 w2

c4 r
Hnormal unitsL

= 8 M a2 w2

c2 r
Hmass as a lengthL

More precisely, the quadrupole moment is M a2.

1. The earth and sun.
Q: What frequency of gravity waves will the earth and sun emit?

Q: What kind of system will produce gravity waves having a detectable frequency?

ü

2. Two neutron stars of a solar mass (M=1.5km) separated by a=100km. (The radius of the sun is 700Mm. The radius of a
neutron star is 10km.)
Kepler's 3rd law:

P2 =
MŸ

M
R3

In[582]:= H100. Kilo Meter ê Convert@AstronomicalUnit, Kilo MeterDL3ê2 Convert@Year, SecondD

Out[582]= 0.0172353 Second

The strain at 1pc is (The distance to the nearest star is about 1pc.)
h = 10-16.

In[583]:= ConvertA8 × 1.5 Kilo Meter H100 Kilo MeterL2 1 ë %2 ë HSpeedOfLightL2 ë Parsec, 1E

Out[583]= 1.45663 × 10−16

In[575]:= Convert@SolarRadius, Mega MeterD

Out[575]= 695.99 Mega Meter
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In[588]:= ring@n_D := Module@8θ<, Table@8Cos@θ, Sin@θ< êê N, 8θ, 0, 2 π, 2 π ê n<DD

In[631]:= gravWave@f_D := PlotAx, 8x, 0, .01<,

Epilog → 99Point@ D, LineA980, 0<, SqrtA P1T2 H1 + fL + H1 − fL P2T2E=E= & ê@ ring@16D=,

AspectRatio → Automatic, PlotRange → 81.3 8−1, 1<, 1.3 8−1, 1<<, ImageSize → 200, Axes → NoneE

In[629]:= gravWaveX@f_D := PlotAx, 8x, 0, .01<,

Epilog → 99Point@ D, LineA980, 0<, SqrtA P1T2 + P2T2 + 2 f P1T P2TE=E= & ê@ ring@16D=,

AspectRatio → Automatic, PlotRange → 81.3 8−1, 1<, 1.3 8−1, 1<<, ImageSize → 200, Axes → NoneE
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In[632]:= Animate@Row@8gravWaveX@.3 Sin@xDD, gravWave@.3 Sin@xDD<D, 8x, 0, 2 π<D

Out[632]=

x
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Polarization

For the + polarizarion, the metric is
ds2 = -dt2 + @1 + f Ht - zLD dx2 + @1 - f Ht - zLD dy2 + dz2

For the × polarization the metric is
ds2 = -dt2 + dx2 + f Ht - zL dx dy + dy2 + dz2

A gravity wave is moving perpendicular to the screen The points are at fixed position. The lines represent the distance between
the center and the points.
Q: Which polarization is on the left?
Q: Is a EM wave with y polarization have the same polarization?

x

Q: A gravity wave moves parallel to an arm of a LIGO interferometer. Is this detectable regardless of polarization?
Q: Most astronomical objects emit unpolarized light. Are gravity waves likely to be unpolarized?
Q: Does the Earth attenuate gravity waves? Are gravity waves weaker if they have to pass through the earth?
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